ERTH’S PREHISTORIC AQUARIUM ADVENTURE
FRI MAR 13 | 6:30PM
LOBBY SHOW • Da Vinci Science Center: Experience hands-on science fun while learning how the center encourages the engineering of solutions and conservation of natural resources for future generations.

RUSSIAN NATIONAL BALLET SLEEPING BEAUTY
SUN MAR 15 | 3PM
LECTURE • Patricia McAndrew: Known for her writings about ballet and her service as a board member of the Ballet Guild of the LV, McAndrew elaborates on the collaboration between composer Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky and choreographer Marius Petipa that resulted in the creation of a masterpiece.

FINDING NEVERLAND
SUN MAR 22 | 6PM
LECTURE • Josh Berk, executive director of the Bethlehem Area Public Library, presents Comparison & Contrast Between Two U.K. Literary Giants -- J.K. Rowling and J.M. Barrie. The writer of several children’s books, he talks about the two British authors who created some of the most iconic characters of all time.

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC L!VE!
SUN MAR 29 | 4PM
Pre-show Introduction: Be sure to arrive on time as Lehigh University professor Santiago Herrera, a leading expert in coral reefs and ecological processes in the ocean, introduces the speaker.

COMPAGNIA BACCALÀ
SUN APR 19 | 3PM
LECTURE • Adam Wolley expands on the evolution of contemporary circus and how it has evolved from horse rings and animal skill-set exhibitions to fine art performances crafted to original music scores. He head coach and managing partner at the Philadelphia School of Circus Arts.

SONS OF SERENDIP
SAT MAY 16 | 6:30PM
2020-2021 PREVIEW PARTY: Learn about the new season, as well as hear presentations from Lehigh University music and theatre department speakers.

Arrive early! Seating for lectures is first come, first served.
MOMIX
SAT SEP 14 | 6:30PM
Join us in the lobby for our complimentary pre-show dessert reception!

STEFON HARRIS + BLACKOUT
SAT SEP 28 | 7PM
LOBBY SHOW • Jazz Music: Lehigh University student jazz ensembles perform.
Supported in Part by the Klees Family Instrumental Ensemble Endowed Fund

THE ULTIMATE QUEEN CELEBRATION
STARRING MARC MARTEL
SAT OCT 12 | 7PM
LOBBY SHOW • AJ Fritz: DJ and station manager of WLVR 91.3 FM, Lehigh University’s award-winning college and community radio station, hosts a live remote spinning songs that will rock you. He has been on the air for over 10 years with the popular Fritz Rocks! and championed radio broadcasting in the Lehigh Valley since 1987.

SCRAP ARTS MUSIC
FRI OCT 18 | 6:30PM
LECTURE • Dick Boak: Former director of artist relations at Martin Guitar, Boak is a renaissance man of art and music. The Pennsylvania-based illustrator, artist, writer, woodworker and musician shares stories and displays his handmade works featuring repurposed materials. During his 41-year career at Martin, he helped the company think about sustainability and the environment.

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC LIVE!
VIEW FROM ABOVE
SUN OCT 27 | 4PM
Pre-show Introduction: Be sure to arrive on time and hear Lehigh University’s own astronaut, Professor Terry Hart, introduce the speaker. Hart was aboard NASA’s 11th Challenger space shuttle mission in 1984.

ONCE
SUN NOV 3 | 6PM
LOBBY SHOW • Lockman & Purcell: Deirdre Lockman (fiddle & vocals) and Corey Purcell (bouzouki & vocals) were raised in musical families and began playing traditional Irish music at the age of four. Expanding on their traditional roots, the duo now incorporates influence from other cultures and original compositions to their repertoire.

FREE Pre-show Talks, Lobby Shows & Other Events

POSTMODERN JUKEBOX
FRI NOV 22 | 7PM
LOBBY SHOW • The Melismatics & The Echoes: Two of Lehigh University’s award-winning student a cappella groups perform popular favorites.

ACADEMY OF VOCAL ARTS
LE NOZZE DI FIGARO
SUN NOV 24 | 6PM
LECTURE • Robert Rowland: is a graduate of the Eastman School of Music, the Peabody Conservatory and teaches at the Academy of Vocal Arts. He provides insight on The Marriage of Figaro, an opera buffa (comic opera) in four acts, composed in 1786 by Mozart with an Italian libretto written by Lorenzo Da Ponte.

CIRQUE MECHANICS
FRI NOV 29 | 7PM
LECTURE • Todd Watkins: The LU Professor of Economics moderates a panel discussion about Reflections on Contemporary South Africa. Seniors in Lehigh’s Martindale Student Associates Honors Program offer reflections and insights from their ongoing year-long research on current major cultural, social, political, economic and business issues in South Africa.

BAKITHI KUMALO & THE GRACELAND TRIBUTE BAND
FRI JAN 24 | 6:30PM
LECTURE • David Serkin Ludwig, chair of the composition department at the Curtis Institute of Music, provides insight about the Beethoven and Sibelius program and orchestra performers.

CURTIS SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
SAT FEB 1 | 3PM
LECTURE • Hip Hop Demonstration: Facilitated by NCC Associate Professor of Sociology Andrew McIntosh and LU Dept of Theatre Chair Kashi Johnson with demonstrations by Bad Company, Lehigh’s performance based hip-hop group. They strive to put on high-octane performances and keep hip-hop alive by spreading peace, love, unity and having fun.

RENNIE HARRIS
FUNKEDIFIED
SAT FEB 14 | 7PM
LECTURE • Robert Rowland: is a graduate of the Eastman School of Music, the Peabody Conservatory and teaches at the Academy of Vocal Arts. He provides insight on The Marriage of Figaro, an opera buffa (comic opera) in four acts, composed in 1786 by Mozart with an Italian libretto written by Lorenzo Da Ponte.